Abstract Strain measurements by neutron diffraction are employed as an in situ technique to obtain insight into the deformation modes of crystalline domains in a deformed semi-crystalline polymer. The SMARTS (Spectrometer for MAterials Research at Temperature and Stress) diffractometer has been used to measure the crystalline lattice displacements in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) for crystalline phase IV (at room temperature) in tension and compression and for crystalline phase I (at 60°C) in compression. The chemical structure of PTFE, -(C 2 F 4 )-n , makes it ideally suited for investigation by neutron methods as it is free of hydrogen that results in limited penetration depths and poor diffraction acquisition in most polymers. Deformation parallel to the prismatic plane normals is shown to occur by inter-polymer chain compression with a modulus ∼10× bulk, while deformation parallel to the basal plane normal occurs by intra-polymer chain compression with a modulus ∼1000× bulk, corresponding with theoretical values for a PTFE chain modulus. Deformation parallel to the pyramidal plane normals is accommodated by interpolymer chain shear.
Introduction
While PTFE is known to be semi-crystalline in nature, the effect of mechanical deformation on the crystalline structure and comparative relationships to bulk behavior has received very limited attention. The bulk constitutive response of well pedigreed PTFE (DuPont Grade 7C) has recently been published for tension and compression [1, 2] . In the current work, we extend these studies to specifically examine crystalline lattice displacements in PTFE 7C for crystalline phase IV (at room temperature) in tension and compression and for crystalline phase I (at 60°C) in compression using the SMARTS (Spectrometer for Materials Research at Temperature and Stress) diffractometer at the Los Alamos Neutron Science CEnter (LANSCE). The chemical structure of PTFE, -(C 2 F 4 )-n , makes it ideally suited for investigation by neutron methods as it lacks hydrogen in its chemical structure that limits penetration depths and results in poor diffraction measurements in most polymers. For example, the related polymer polyethylene is employed for neutron moderation at the LANSCE facility (for a discussion of the forms of polyethylene see [3] ). Previous applications of SMARTS have been focused on metallic materials (see for example [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). This is partially due to difficulties in interpreting diffraction patterns of amorphous materials [10] , and partially because of the relatively few polymers that could be successfully probed in the bulk by diffraction methods. In the current work we extend the application of in situ strain measurement techniques to this semi-crystalline polymer, presenting results for diffraction peaks corresponding to basal, pris-matic, and pyramidal modes of deformation within the crystalline domains of PTFE 7C.
The phase behavior of PTFE, as first reported by Bunn and Howells [11] , exhibits two atmospheric pressure crystalline transitions at 19°C [11] and 30°C [12] that reflect changes in both short and long range ordering of the polymer chains. The first-order transition at 19°C between phases II and IV represents an untwisting in the helical conformation from 13 atoms/180 degree turn [12, 13] to 15 atoms/turn [12, 14, 15] [ Fig. 1(a) ] and an associated increase in the hexagonal lattice spacing [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Further rotational disordering and untwisting of the helices occurs above 30°C giving way to phase I to form a pseudo-hexagonal structure in which the individual polymer chains lose their well defined helical repeat unit [12, 16] . The semi-crystalline nature of PTFE is illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) in which isolated crystalline domains on the order of 5 to 20 μm are connected by amorphous polymer (image obtained by tapping mode AFM [17] ). Amorphous PTFE has the same repeat atomic structure as the crystalline domains but without significant order. The extreme molecular weight of PTFE (∼1×10 6 ), allows a given polymer chain to assemble in both amorphous and crystalline regions [18] .
Experimental

Sample Preparation
The pedigreed PTFE polymer investigated in the current work was manufactured from PTFE 7C molding powder acquired from DuPont. Billets measuring 600×600×65 mm were pressed and sintered by Balfor Industries (NY) following ASTM D-4894-98a resulting in a crystallinity of approximately 38% (by DSC) [2] . Values of crystallinity and density for the pedigreed PTFE 7C are provided in Table 1 . A general review of methods for measuring crystallinity in PTFE has been presented by Lehnert et al. [19] including a discussion of variability in results. The mechanical properties of the pedigreed PTFE 7C have been extensively characterized [1, 2, 17, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . These earlier works also contain extensive reviews of the literature. Samples were machined from the pressed and sintered billets of pedigreed PTFE 7C with the loading in the inplane directions while ensuring a nominal temperature rise to prevent changes in the material crystallinity.
For tension measurements an ASTM D638 Type I specimen is employed with a nominal thickness of 8 mm. Data for the room temperature tensile response is presented out to a true strain of 15%. For compression measurements right cylinders 20 mm tall by 10 mm diameter are used. Two sets of measurements are presented for the room temperature compressive response investigated to true strains of 60 and 5%. This demonstrates both the far-field and lattice strain repeatability. The compressive response of PTFE at 60°C is investigated to a true strain of 19%. Although PTFE has a room temperature true strain to failure of ∼160% [1] , the sample size required in conjunction with the maximum crosshead displacement limit the applied strain to 15%. However, diffraction only provides the Hookean response of the crystalline domains, so with the exception of the one compression test to a true strain of 60% the focus was on smaller strain measurements presented.
The SMARTS diffractometer is built around a horizontal custom-built Instron hydraulic load frame, which is used in the current work to load specimens in either tension or Fig. 1 Phase IV crystalline PTFE exhibits both (a) a shortrange helical structure within the individual polymer chains and (b) long range hexagonal packing structure between chains. (c) PTFE is a semi-crystalline polymer with the crystalline domains separated by regions of amorphous PTFE compression. Samples were loaded under constant engineering stain rate of 10 −4 s −1 while measuring bulk stress-strain response ( Fig. 2 ) with a 10 kN load cell and knife-edge extensometer. Due to the horizontal configuration of SMARTS a small preload was necessary to prevent misalignment of the sample prior to testing of compression samples. The sample was held under constant cross-head conditions-yielding nominally constant strain-during diffractions measurements with an acquisition time of ∼1 hr. Substantial viscous relaxation was observed during these rest periods, which was experimentally unavoidable. Despite this, the outer stress-stain envelope resulting from the loading profile in the current work exhibits close correlation with previous data for this pedigree of PTFE 7C for a continuous constant strain rate test. This was true for all data sets obtained at LANSCE.
Neutron Diffraction
The lattice strain measurements were made on the SMARTS time-of-flight diffractometer [25, 26] at LANSCE. LANSCE is a pulsed neutron source, which produces neutrons with a range of energies generated through spallation reactions in a tungsten target moderated by a water at 10°C [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The energies represent neutron velocities (and wavelengths) and their detection involves measuring the neutron times-offlight, at fixed angles from the sample. In terms of Bragg's law the diffraction angle θ is fixed while the wavelength λ varies. This is the inverse of the more common method used with laboratory X-rays or reactor neutron sources, for which λ is fixed and θ varies. Fig. 3(b) , has two detector banks consisting of 196 3 He filled tubes, which are located 1.5 m from the sample situated at ±90°to the incident neutron beam and subtend roughly 20°in the horizontal and vertical planes. The sample is mounted in the horizontal Instron load frame oriented at 45°to the incident neutron beam. This enables a sample to be oriented such that diffraction data can be taken in the axial and transverse directions simultaneously. A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Photographs of the inside of the instrument cave and the compression sample with mounted extensometer are shown in Fig. 3(d) and (e) respectively.
Data Analysis
The SMARTS diffractometer was designed to measure inter-planar or d-spacings of crystallographic lattices to a high degree of accuracy. The data were fitted with a convoluted Gaussian and Lorentzian peak shape on a peakby-peak basis with the Los Alamos GSAS code [27] . The lattice spacing, d hkl , for each diffraction peak with Miller indices, hkl, was determined via Bragg's Law
where λ hkl is the wavelength associated with the hkl reflection at a fixed angle of diffraction, 2θ, equal to 90°. The d-spacings (or changes therein) are then utilized as internal strain gages with strains calculated from the relation,
where d hkl is the instantaneous d-spacing and d 0 hkl is measured for each reflection from a stress-free reference coupon. The high applied compressive strains, up to 60% true strain, used in the current work necessitate a correction C to the lattice strain measurement accounting for the increase in cross sectional area of the specimen and 
where ɛ ff is the far field applied true strain [28] . Peak assignments were made based on published X-ray data on undeformed PTFE powder, filaments and thin films [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
Results
Figure 4(a) and (b)
show representative neutron diffraction patterns with peak assignments for phases IV and I respectively. The peak locations and relative intensities are The heart of the LANSCE user facility is a highly flexible linear accelerator (linac) system, one of the most powerful in the world, that can accelerate up to 1 mA of protons (from left to right) to an energy of 800 MeV and then deliver the protons to multiple experimental areas. The accelerated negative hydrogen ions are injected into a 30 m diameter Proton Storage Ring (PSR). The PSR converts a 625 μs pulse of negative hydrogen ions into a 125 ns intense burst of protons. Those intense proton bursts are directed at the Lujan Center's tungsten target, which through nuclear spallation produces short bursts of neutrons. The SMARTS diffractometer (beam line #2) used in the current research employs a water moderator to produce epithermal neutrons. Four views are presented for the detector and specimen layout of SMARTS: (b) a cutaway schematic of the experimental cave with a research scientist shown for scale, (c) a simplified schematic of the sample oriented at 45°to the incident beam so that the diffraction vectors simultaneously measure the axial and transverse strains in the sample on the two detectors, (d) a photograph of the inside of the cave nominally looking along the neutron beam line, and (e) a close up of the compression sample with mounted extensometer. From the linac (measuring almost 1 km in length) to the measurement of microstrain in the crystalline lattice (∼fm displacements) the experimental set up spans over 18 orders of magnitude in length. Between these extremes lie the load frame and experimental cave (∼m), the samples (∼10 mm), the crystalline domains (∼10 μm), and the crystalline lattice dimensions (∼0.1 nm)
given in Tables 2 and 3 for phases IV and I respectively. The measured neutron peaks correspond well with those reported from X-ray studies.
For phase IV the (100) plane with a d-spacing of 4.902 Å is beyond the measurement range of SMARTS to measure, while the (110) peak is very weak compared to the background. The (200) and (118) Peak intensity is indicates as "VS" very strong, "S" strong, "M" medium, or "W" weak. Peaks that could not be well characterized because they were out of range, very weak or hidden by other peaks are denoted as "na". Peak intensity is indicates as "VS" very strong, "S" strong, "M" medium, or "W" weak. Peaks that could not be well characterized because they were out of range, very weak or hidden by other peaks are denoted as "na."
relaxation and reload is shown explicitly, for clarity only the bound of the loading profile during deformation are shown. The convention in the current work is that tensile stresses and strains are positive (+) and compressive stresses and strains are negative (−). With the exception of Fig. 6 where tension is in the first quadrant and compression is the third quadrant, all other plots have the increasing applied stress magnitude is positive along the y-axis. The corresponding strain direction is plotted along the positive x-axis. According to this convention a classic axial material response appears the first quadrant, a classic Poisson response appears in the second quadrant. Figure 6 highlights the asymmetric behavior of PTFE with lower flow stress and strain hardening in tension. The compressive flow stress decreases significantly with an increase in temperature from room temperature to 60°C. Several diffraction peaks are observed to undergo significant changes in their shape in addition to the shift in peak location. Tables 2 and 3 report the ratio in intensitythe area between the Gaussian and Lorentzian peak shape and the local linearly fit background-between the measurements at 10% applied true strain I and the unloaded conditions I 0 . Under the three test conditions the most common response is a decrease in intensity, which can ultimately lead to peak extinction at higher strains. Notably, the maximum basal normal tensile strains-axial (00.15) and (10.15) under tension at room temperature, transverse (00.15) and (10.15) under compression at room temperature, and transverse (001) and (101) under compression at 60°C-lead to increased intensity dominated by increased peak amplitude. Conversely, several of the axial responses under compressive loading exhibit increases in intensity due to peak broadening despite significantly reduced peak amplitude. Due to noise in the background these very short wide peaks can exhibit high error in intensity measurement and even greater error in the determining the center point dspacing and subsequently calculating strain. Figures 7, 8 , and 9 show the diffraction lattice strains for the very strong through medium intensity peaks and the three loading conditions, separated by prismatic, basal, and pyramidal orientations. They are plotted against the end relaxed far-field stress value corresponding to a given measurement. In each figure columns (a), (b), and (c) correspond to measurements for phases IV in tension, IV in compression, and I in compression respectively. The rows correspond to common crystalline lattices. For the prismatic crystalline lattice planes (Fig. 7) the same lattices are observed in both phases IV and I due do the common hexagonal packing of the polymer chains, albeit with slightly different a values.
For the basal and pyramidal crystalline lattice planes (Figs. 8 and 9) different lattice planes arise due to the 15 atom helical repeat in phase IV versus the single atom random repeat along the polymer chain in phase I. In these cases similar lattice structures are shown in a given row. Each plot includes dashed traces indicating the measured bulk and theoretical single PTFE chain [34] stress-strain responses. The transition from a white to gray background indicates bulk yielding. The solid lines through the data are intended to serve as a guide-to-the-eye only, representing best-fit Fig. 7 Stress-strain response of the individual prismatic crystalline lattice planes for (a) phase IV in tension, (b) phase IV in compression, and (c) phase I in compression polynomials of order between 0 and 4. Although counter the classic bulk stress-strain yield response, a lattice response that tends towards the horizontal-such as the (210) crystal at room temperature-indicates not yielding but the taking on of extra load. Conversely, a lattice response that tends towards the veritcal-such as the prismatic crystal at 60°C-indicates yielding based upon traditional polycrystalline diffraction measurements for metals where crystallographic deformation modes such as slip and twinning are the dominant deformation modes.
Discussion
Prismatic and Basal Plane Normal Behavior
In the elastic regime the crystalline lattice deforms in the way that would be expected on the basis of classic elasticity when loading is parallel to the prismatic plane normals: (310), (220), (300) or (210). The axial and transverse strains follow Hooke's law and Poisson's response respectively. The elastic response in the loading direction is bounded by the compliant bulk response of PTFE and stiff theoretical response of the PTFE polymer chain along the carbon backbone as reported by Bartha et al. [34] from a full-electron, crystal-orbital density functional method. In phase IV, with the exception of the (210) orientation, the axial response remains linear well after bulk plastic yielding has occurred. In Figs. 7, 8 , and 9 a transition of the solid fitted curves to a dashed line indicates that either peak amplitude or intensity has diminished to the point that there is no longer confidence in the data.
In phase IV the crystalline domains with (310), (220), and (300) lattices the axial and transverse diffraction peaks disappear under tension and compression respectively. The two sets of compression measurements of phase IV have been overlaid consistently showing excellent agreement. In contrast to phase IV, in phase I the axial lattice strains saturate following bulk yielding. Strain saturation indicates that the imposed deformation is being accommodated by methods other than elasticity. In other words, in phase I, the prismatic grains axial lattice strains saturate following bulk yielding, deforming plastically or in-elastically. This may arise from the random helical progression of the polymer chains and larger hexagonal packing in phase I.
Under compression parallel to the basal plane normal-(00.15) in phase IV and (001) in phase I-the axial response follows the theoretical polymer chain response [34] , albeit with large error bars. The axial peaks disappear shortly after bulk yielding, likely due to orientation of these crystals out of the axial plane. Under far-field tensile loading the response of the (00.15) plane is less intuitive. While the axial (00.15) plane follows the theoretical chain response for the first three measurements with in the error bars, it deviates into a compressive strain well below bulk yielding. To further distinguish, the axial (00.15) diffraction peak increases under tension; the only peak in Phase IV to do so under either compressive or tensile loading.
There are also a few peaks that are observed in the diffraction pattern only under applied load. These peaks appear concomitant with the decrease of the initial peak intensities (as shown in Table 2 ). Since d 0 hkl is unknown for these peaks, their strains cannot be calculated and they are not discussed in the current work. However, they are consistent with PTFE Phase III and this strain-induced phase transition is discussed in detail in a separate publication [35] .
In polycrystalline metal the sum of the intensities of all of the peaks should remain constant and therefore the reduction of one peak must be compensated by the increase in another peak, whether it is due to texture development or phase changes. This is not the case for semicrystalline polymers because the volume of crystalline material, i.e., percent crystallinity, changes during deformation. The crystallinity of PTFE 7C has previously been reported to decrease under quasistatic deformation by DSC measurements [36] . While subjective, the finding from those DSC measurements may support the current qualitative decease Fig. 8 Stress-strain response of the individual basal crystalline lattice planes for (a) phase IV in tension, (b) phase IV in compression, and (c) phase I in compression in total intensity of the peaks consistent between tension and compression.
Diffraction elastic constants were determined based on the diffraction lattice strains and the far field true stress, given in Table 4 . While neutron diffraction provides a new level of insight into the measurement of strains at the atomic scale, the authors are unaware of a comparable diagnostic for the in situ measurement of lattice specific atomic stresses. Therefore a constant-stress field assumption is adopted from composite theory. Elastic constants are calculated using the data taken prior to yield as
where σ ff is the far field applied true stress. Deformation parallel to the prismatic plane normals exhibit a modulus ∼10× bulk [1, 2] . Since crystalline PTFE is by definition thermodynamically constrained and has 13% less volume (i.e., 13% higher density) than amorphous Fig. 9 Stress-strain response of the individual pyramidal crystalline lattice planes for (a) phase IV in tension, (b) phase IV in compression, and (c) phase I in compression PTFE to accommodate chain movement, it is expected that the crystalline PTFE should be stiffer than the bulk polymer. For loading parallel to the prismatic plane normals deformation is dominated by inter-polymer chain compression that only requires driving against the relatively weak Van der Waals forces. Alternately, for loading parallel to the basal plane normals, deformation is dominated by intrapolymer chain compression that requires driving against the much stronger covalent forces. In this configuration the modulus is ∼1,000× bulk, corresponding with the theoretical value for a PTFE chain modulus of 220.5 GPa [34] to within the measurement error bars.
Pyramidal Plane Normal Behavior
Deformation parallel to the pyramidal plane normalsphase IV (107), (117), (108), (10.15) and phase I (101) and (401)-is more complicated. While the magnitude of response in the loading and Poisson directions remains bounded by the compliant response of bulk PTFE and the stiff theoretical response of the PTFE polymer chain, the pyramidal planes exhibit an apparent negative Poisson effect that would require either large increases or decreases in volume. Both the axial and transverse strains in the (107), (117) and (401) planes in phase IV and I respectively follow the same sign as the applied load, while the (108), (10.15) , and (101) planes exhibit both axial and transverse strains of the opposite sign as the applied load. At least at small stresses the strains are similar to the theoretical value for compression of the PTFE chain. While the lattice easily accommodates the loading component parallel to the prismatic plane normal, the strong covalent bonds of the polymer chain backbone resist deformation to accommodate the component of loading parallel to the basal plane normal. The fluorine atoms form a smooth cylinder around the central carbon atoms preventing chain side group entanglement that would otherwise impede shearing. Therefore, it is easier for the crystalline lattice to accommodate deformation by shearing along the prismatic planes, as modeled by Flack [37] .
The proposed mechanisms incorporating shear enabling the apparent negative Poisson response of the lattice parameter, without requiring large volumetric changes, are illustrated in Fig. 10 . Figure 10(a) illustrates an unloaded generic crystalline lattice with a measured pyramidal d-space. A representative volume of material is shown such that the vertical edge is parallel to the polymer chains. The application of axial and transverse loads on the representative volume are shown in Fig. 10(b) , and separated into shear and normal components. It is worth noting that for all of the pyramidal planes considered in this work the angle between the plane and polymer chain (vertical) is significantly greater than 45°(in volume space). The relevant two shear and two normal modes are shown in Fig. 10(c)-(f) . The two simple shear conditions [ Fig. 10 (c) and (d)] assume no deformation between atoms on the polymer chain and constant normal distance between the polymer chains. From the observation that the lattice perpendicular to the prismatic plane normals is 2 orders of magnitude more compliant than the perpendicular to the basal plane normals, the normal conditions [ Fig. 10(e and f) ] assume negligible deformation between atoms on the polymer chain and focuses on changes in the normal distance between the polymer chains. It therefore follows that for axial loading, there is competition between a shear mode that reduces the d-spacing and a normal mode that increases the d-spacing. There is a similar but reversed competition for transverse loading.
To isolate the dominant mode, the observed measurements (Fig. 9) are compared with the indeterminate predictions of changes in d-spacing with competing shear and normal modes of deformation. The subset of measurements for (107), (117), (401), and (441) plane normals exhibit reduction in the d-space for both the axial and transverse directions, indicating that these plane deform under a shear mode [ Fig. 10(d) ] for axial loading condition on under a normal mode [ Fig. 10(f) ] for transverse loading. Conversely, the subset of measurements for (108), (10.15) , and (101) plane normals exhibit increases in the d-space for both the axial and transverse directions, indicating that these planes deform under a normal mode [ Fig. 10(f) ] for axial loading condition on under a shear mode [ Fig. 10(e) ] for transverse loading. In addition to these two subsets categorizing the observed strain response, they also have physical significance in terms of the crystal structure. While it was previously stated that for volume space (i.e., a angle. c The effect of screw angle from 164.5°to 180°is a difference of only 6 GPa so the difference from phase IV with a perfect helix to phase I with random structure is assumed to be similar magnitude.
geometrical cube with units of nm) the angle between the plane and polymer chain (vertical) is significantly greater than 45°for all of the pyramidal planes considered in this work, the difference in the inter-atom spacing along a polymer chain versus the inter-atom spacing between polymer chains allows for the plane normals in the current work to tend more closely to either the prismatic or basal planes. In Fig. 10 (a) the illustrated (101) plane represents the midpoint between the prismatic or basal planes (i.e. 45°i n atom space). All planes rotated clockwise from this midpoint tend towards more prismatic, which we denote as Type A pyramidal planes, and all plane rotated counterclockwise from tend towards more basal, which we denote as Type B pyramidal planes. The midpoint itself is considered to be Type B. For phase I PTFE this midpoint is the (101) plane and for phase IV PTFE is the nonphysical (10.7 1/2). Therefore, the (401) and (441) 
Amorphous Behavior
The structure of PTFE, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , can be simplistically thought of as a particulate composite consisting of stiff crystalline PTFE particles surrounded by a much more compliant amorphous PTFE matrix. The neutron measurements have allowed us to directly determine information about the crystalline phase. Using a simple constant-stress rule-of-mixtures model it is possible to infer something about the amorphous phase. Using the DSC measurement of crystalline content is taken to be 38%. Prior to applying of a far-field load equivalent diffraction patterns are observed in the axial and transverse detectors indicating a random texture in the PTFE, see [35] . Based on the random orientation of grains the crystalline phase is equally divided between the ten unique crystallographic orientations listed in Table 2 (i.e., the reflections of (100), (200), and (300) and (110) and (220) are each only represented once to address the multiplicity of different orientations), the amorphous elastic modulus is given by
The bulk, prismatic normal, and basal normal elastic constants are taken from Table 4 . Although elastic moduli are not reported for the pyramidal normal response due their shear behavior, their axial response tends to approach the theoretical response. Moreover, the solution to equation 5 is sufficiently insensitive that E 107 , E 108 , E 117 , E 118 , and E 10.15 can be varied between the maximum and minimum elastic constants of the prismatic normal and basal normal responses without notably changing the prediction for the amorphous modulus (the error introduced is between 1 and 5%). At room temperature the elastic modulus of the amorphous PTFE is 0.32 and 0.38 GPa in tension and compression respectively. At 60°C under compression the elastic modulus of the amorphous PTFE is 0.13 GPa. This shows the elastic modulus to be less than modulus of the bulk or crystalline domains, both of which are expected. Moreover, it shows that the modulus of the more compliant amorphous phase is of the same order as the bulk, dominating the bulk response despite being ∼1000× more compliant than the stiffest crystalline orientation. This simple analysis also supports the observation that the modulus of PTFE increases with increasing crystallinity [2] .
Conclusions
Strain measurements by neutron diffraction have been employed as an in situ strain measurement technique to obtain insight into the deformation modes of crystalline domains in a deformed semi-crystalline polymer. The crystalline lattice displacements in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) for crystalline phase IV (at room temperature) in tension and compression and for crystalline phase I (at 60°C ) in compression have been measured. The chemical structure of PTFE, (C 2 F 4 ) n , makes it ideally suited for investigation by neutron methods as it is free of the hydrogen that results in limited penetration depths and poor diffraction acquisition in most polymers. Deformation parallel to the prismatic plane normals is shown to occur by inter-polymer chain compression with a moduli ∼10× bulk, while deformation parallel to the basal plane normal occurs by intra-polymer chain compression with a moduli ∼1,000× bulk, corresponding with theoretical values for a PTFE chain modulus. The amorphous modulus is calculated to be ∼65% that of the bulk by a simple constant-strain rule-ofmixtures model.
